We investigate the classical dynamics of charged bodies. Calculating their dynamics is difficult, primarily due to electromagnetic self-interaction (which produces radiation). This remains an unsolved problem: in the literature, no self-consistent dynamical theory of extended charged bodies exists, which can satisfy causality and include radiative (self-interaction) effects. Deterministic, causally correct equations of motion can be produced only in the point charge limit; however, this has the unfortunate effect of infinite self-energies, requiring some renormalization procedure.
This paper explores the classical dynamics of charged bodies. There is currently no completely suitable theory, mainly due to difficulties with the electromagnetic interaction of a charged body with itself, which is closely tied to radiation (radiation is the direct result of electromagnetic self-interaction, or conversely the self-interaction is the recoil felt by a charge as radiation leaves its body). In order to create solvable equations, one must pre-specify the charge distribution of such a body (such as making it rigid), which violates causality on a time scale related to the time it takes light to cross the distribution.
One may take the point charge limit to resolve the causality issue, but due to the now infinite electromagnetic self-interaction, quantities, such as mass, are calculated to be infinite, and require "renormalization". This infinite self-interaction is an issue in Quantum Electrodynamics as well as Classical Electrodynamics, and is a current roadblock to developing quantum theories of gravity, where an appropriate renormalization program does not exist.
Feynman, in his famous lectures describes the situation, and its persistence into Quantum Mechanics, as follows (see [1] Vol.2 Ch. 28):
You can appreciate that there is a failure of all classical physics because of the quantummechanical effects. Classical mechanics is a mathematically consistent theory; it just doesn't agree with experience. It is interesting, though, that the classical theory of electromagnetism is an unsatisfactory theory all by itself. There are difficulties associated with the ideas of Maxwell's theory which are not solved by and not directly associated with quantum mechanics. You may say, "Perhaps there's no use worrying about these difficulties. Since the quantum mechanics is going to change the laws of electrodynamics, we should wait to see what difficulties there are after the modification." However, when electromagnetism is joined to quantum mechanics, the difficulties remain. So it will not be a waste of our time now to look at what these difficulties are.
He goes on to discuss examples in the literature of researchers trying to resolve the infinite self-energy of point charges, finally concluding that all attempts have failed [1] :
We do not know how to make a consistent theory-including the quantum mechanicswhich does not produce an infinity for the self-energy of an electron, or any point charge. And at the same time, there is no satisfactory theory that describes a non-point charge. It's an unsolved problem. ...a completely satisfactory classical treatment of the reactive effects of radiation does not exist. The difficulties presented by this problem touch one of the most fundamental aspects of physics, the nature of an elementary particle. Although partial solutions, workable within limited areas, can be given, the basic problem remains unsolved.
The source of these difficulties can be traced to our lack of knowledge of what binds a compact charged object (such as a fundamental particle) against its selfelectromagnetic repulsion: why does an electron stay compact? This paper will investigate these problems, in the classical context, and the mathematical constraints upon possible solutions, particularly focusing on possible theories that describe a "non-point charge".
II. HISTORICAL REVIEW
We start by reviewing some of the history of the development of the theory of Electrodynamics. The main purpose of this section is to give some idea of the evolution of thought, as Electrodynamics evolved from Coulomb's description of the attraction and repulsion of charges to the theory Quantum Electrodynamics. Since the focus of this paper is the issue of self-interaction, special attention is given to that topic.
A. Development of Maxwell's Equations
With the invention of the Leyden Jar (a rudimentary capacitor) in the middle of the 18 th century, experimentalists were able to repeatably apply charge to various objects, and determine how those objects affected other charged objects. By 1785, Coulomb had established the mathematical form of this electrostatic force [3] , the law being very similar to Newton's law of gravitation between two masses.
Near the turn of the 19 th century, Alessandro Volta invented the voltaic pile (battery). This enabled experimentalists to more reliably study dynamic situations, where electricity flowed in electrical circuits. In the summer of 1820, Oersted discovered the amazing fact that magnetic needles were affected by electric currents, linking what were before thought to be separate phenomena, electricity and magnetism [4] . Within a few months, Biot and Savart successfully determined the mathematical behavior of the force between a current carrying wire and a magnetic pole [5] [6] [7] . By 1827, Ampere had also shown that solenoids of current carrying wire behaved similarly to bar magnets, and extensively studied the magnetic force between two circuits [8] .
Also in the 1820s, Ohm successfully described that the current in a conductor was proportional to the electromotive force and the conductance of the material [9] . This was the primary "force law" (now called Ohm's Law) used by physicists for electrodynamics until near the turn of the 20 th century. In 1831, Faraday discovered that moving a magnet near a wire circuit induced a current in the circuit, discovering electromagnetic induction [10] .
Various physicists worked to understand the interaction between magnets and currents for the next few decades [11, 12] . One theoretical achievement, which was important to the development of Electromagnetic Theory, was the use of "potentials". In 1857, Kirchhoff first wrote the electric force as a combination of the gradient of a scalar potential (which had already been used for some time in electrostatic problems) and the time derivative of a newly introduced vector potential [13] . Kirchhoff also showed, in that particular formulation, that the vector and scalar potential were related to one another (in modern terminology, describing the particular gauge, which he was using).
All of this work found some closure in the 1860s. In 1861 and 1862, Maxwell published "On physical lines of force" [14] (where he added the necessary displacement current 1 ), and in 1865, he presented a complete framework of Electromagnetism in "A Dynamical Theory of the Electromagnetic Field" [15] . This theory was extremely successful at describing all of the electrical phenomena known at the time; he also calculated that electromagnetic waves propagate at a speed close to the speed of light (which had recently been measured), thus identifying light as an electromagnetic wave.
A key piece of this new theory was that important dynamics took place in the space between electrified objects. This was a major shift in thought: up to that time, interactions were typically thought of as "actions at a distance". In Maxwell's words:
These [old] theories assume, more or less explicitly, the existence of substances the particles of which have the property of acting on one another at a distance by attraction or repulsion. [15] Maxwell differentiated his new theory in this way:
The theory I propose may therefore be called a theory of the Electromagnetic Field, because it has to do with the space in the neighborhood of the electric or magnetic bodies. [15] This was the birth of physical field theories, where the original concept of a "field" was that important dynamics occur (and propagate) throughout the space (or field) between interacting bodies.
To motivate the fact that electromagnetic interactions could propagate through "so-called vacuum", Maxwell used the idea of disturbances propagating through an elastic medium, called the "luminiferous aether", and seemed convinced that such a medium must exist. However, although Maxwell used this idea of an underlying elastic medium to develop the theory, he gave up on hypothesizing its exact character or role:
I have on a former occasion, attempted to describe a particular kind of motion and a particular kind of strain, so arranged as to account for the phenomena. In the present paper, I avoid any hypothesis of this kind; and in using words such as electric momentum and electric elasticity in reference to the known phenomena of the induction of currents and the polarization of dielectrics, I wish merely to direct the mind of the reader to the mechanical phenomena which will assist him in understanding the electrical ones. All such phrases in the present paper are to be considered as illustrative, not as explanatory. [15] Immediately after the previous statement, however, he stresses the importance of the field:
In speaking of the Energy of the field, however, I wish to be understood literally... On the old theories it resides in the electrified bodies, conducting circuits, and magnets... On our theory it resides in the electromagnetic field, in the space surrounding the electrified and magnetic bodies, as well as in those bodies... [15] The fact that the field could contain energy in its own right allowed him to effectively describe how fields transport energy via radiation through the "so-called vacuum", and equate light and heat with electromagnetic waves.
Later in the 1860s, Lorenz and Riemann alternatively described the interactions between currents and charged objects as retarded integrals of the charge and current rather than focusing on the dynamics of the field [16, 17] . This point of view had some advantages; in particular, it didn't motivate the existence of the aether. However, in the late 19 th and early 20 th centuries, electromagnetic theory predominantly grew out of Maxwell's theory, and the contributions of Lorenz and Riemann were somewhat forgotten until later [4] .
B. Radiation, Self-Interaction, and Special Relativity
With the connection of electromagnetism and light, it became clear that currents, which change in time, generate electromagnetic waves, i.e. radiation. The radiated energy due to a varying electrical current was calculated by Fitzgerald in 1883 [18] , and a general vectorial law for the flow of electromagnetic energy and its conservation was derived in 1884 by Poynting [19] . Experimental generation of electromagnetic radiation at lower-than-optical frequencies was achieved by Hertz in 1887 using oscillating electrical circuits [4, 20] . Poincaré immediately realized that such radiation must cause damping within the oscillator due to the energy it carries away [21] .
Also in 1887, the concept of the aether was discounted by the experiment of Michelson and Morley. With the aether gone, the "field" was no longer a description of "space in the neighborhood". The electromagnetic field necessarily took on a life of its own, and electromagnetic radiation was no longer the deformation of some aether; the radiation (or its field, or the energy/momentum it carries, etc.) was its own substance.
Also in the 1880s, there was a shift in the types of charge that were studied. Up until the late 19 th century, experimentally and theoretically, continuous charge and current densities (in circuits) were the primary focus of study: Maxwell's equations were used to calculate the field, and Ohm's law was used to calculate how fields caused the current to evolve. However, in the 1880s, many researchers turned their attention to calculating the fields of discrete charges (rather than continuous densities), including Heaviside[22] , who is often credited with writing Maxwell's equations in their more modern form.
In 1892, Lorentz published "Maxwell's electromagnetic theory and its application to moving bodies"; in this paper, he wrote down the force from an external electromagnetic field on a charged particle (point charge), now called the Lorentz force; he also formalized the gauge invariance of electromagnetism [23] . With Maxwell's equations describing how fields are generated by moving charges, and the Lorentz force describing the force on the charges, one can completely predict the motion of a system of charged particles, given initial conditions. While this (using the Lorentz force on charged particles) works well for many situations, in general, one must also account for the electromagnetic force of the discrete charge on itself. In his 1892 paper, Lorentz evaluated this self-force and calculated the equations of motion for a "relativistically rigid" spherical shell of charge (where the sphere maintains its shape in its proper frame)
2 . This was done in the limit of the sphere being small, so higher order terms in the size of the sphere could be ignored. It was found that the self-force creates a term, with magnitude inversely proportional to the size of the sphere, which can effectively be added to the inertial mass of the sphere.
Additionally, a term appeared in the force equation, which is independent of the size. This force came to be known as the "radiation reaction" or "field reaction", although it seems Lorentz initially did not connect this reaction to radiation; Planck appears to be the first to do so in 1897 [25] . Also in 1897, J.J. Thomson discovered the existence of the electron, which fueled further study of small, discrete charges.
Lorentz initially calculated this self-field reaction in the low-velocity limit (or, if you like, in the proper frame of the charged body), but by the early 1900s, Abraham (and then Lorentz) had extended this theory to arbitrary velocities [26, 27] . Also, during this time, the hypothesis that the electron mass was due entirely to the electromagnetic self-interaction gained some favor (Abraham explicitly assumed it was the only contributor to the electron mass 3 ). In 1905, Einstein published "On the Electrodynamics of moving bodies", where he introduced his concept of special relativity [28] . In a paper later that year, he proposed that the inertial mass of a body was directly proportional to its energy content [29] . With this, one could calculate the mass due to the energy stored in the electromagnetic field for a charged object. It's interesting to note that, although they preceded special relativity, the equations of Lorentz and Abraham exhibited many special-relativistic effects (e.g. the fact that the speed of the charge can only asymptotically approach the speed of light).
C. Issues with Self-Interaction
All of these developments gave some hope that a fully successful model of the electron was within reach. However, there were serious issues with the model. In 1904, Abraham derived a power equation of motion for the rigid model of an electron. Unfortunately, the power equation was not consistent with the force equation derived earlier, as noted by both Lorentz and Abraham: the scalar product of the velocity and the force does not equal the power. Also, in the context of relativity, the power and the force do not form a 4-vector.
There is also an issue with the inertial mass, which one calculates from the Lorentz-Abraham equations: for a spherical shell, it is 4/3 times the mass that one obtains from the energy stored in the electrostatic fields. This was not noticed originally by Lorentz or Abraham as their theory preceded special relativity, but in the second edition of Abraham's book, Abraham mentions this discrepancy [24] .
The equations of motion also violate causality. If a force is instantaneously "turned on" and one excludes runaway solutions, pre-acceleration solutions exist where the charge accelerates before the force is turned on [24] . This violation also occurs with instantaneously "turning off" forces.
In 1906, Poincaré pointed out the source of some of these problems: in order for a stable charged object to exist, there must be non-electromagnetic forces, which bind the electron together (keep it from exploding due to its self-electric field). He stated: "Therefore it is indeed necessary to assume that in addition to electromagnetic forces, there are other forces or bonds" [24, 30] . He came to the conclusion that while the binding force integrated to zero over the object, the integrated power from the binding force was not zero, and exactly canceled the discrepancy between the force and power equations. However, this did not resolve the "4/3 problem". In order to correct that, one must include some "bare mass" of the charge [24, 31] , which was set to zero by early authors.
The problems associated with the radiation reaction, the 4/3 problem, pre-acceleration, etc., continue to receive some attention in the literature. See the following references for examples from the 21 st century [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . Ref. [44] has a concise historical overview of the problem.
A full history and detailed treatment of the spherical shell, with a description of the cause of these paradoxes may be found in a comprehensive monograph by Arthur Yaghjian [24] . In particular it's worth noting, the preacceleration (pre-deceleration) issue can be traced to the fact that "turning on" a force creates a non-analytic point in the force as a function of time, which invalidates the derivation of the equations of motion. If the force is analytic as a function of time, no pre-acceleration appears in the point charge limit [24] . In reality, it is impossible to truly instantaneously turn on a force, so this is more an issue with the model of a force "turning on" instantaneously rather than an inherent problem with electromagnetic theory.
It is an interesting fact of relativity and Electrodynamics, that one has less freedom of problems one can treat, such as "turning on" a force, than in general Classical Mechanics. Most strikingly, one cannot consistently consider the dynamics of a charged object without appropriately balancing the forces on its constituent parts. The idea of considering a blob of charge, without considering what binds it together, yields inconsistent equations of motion.
One may attempt to model a certain structure, like the rigid sphere, and add in what the binding force must have been after the fact. However, this inherently violates causality, since the binding force is required to react across the entire object instantaneously.
The only real way to effectively model an extended charged object is to know the binding force locally (for instance from some other non-electromagnetic field) across the object without assuming the structure. There was some effort in the early 20 th century to this end. In the 1910s, an idea originated by Mie generated some hope, albeit short-lived [45, 46] . Einstein commented on these developments in 1919:
Great pains have been taken to elaborate a theory which will account for the equilibrium of the electricity constituting the electron. G. Mie, in particular, has devoted deep researches to this question. His theory, which has found considerable support among theoretical physicists, is based mainly on the introduction into the energy-tensor of supplementary terms depending on the components of the electro-dynamic potential, in addition to the energy terms of the Maxwell-Lorentz theory. These new terms, which in outside space are unimportant, are nevertheless effective in the interior of the electrons in maintaining equilibrium against the electric forces of repulsion. In spite of the beauty of the formal structure of this theory, as erected by Mie, Hilbert, and Weyl, its physical results have hitherto been unsatisfactory. On the one hand the multiplicity of possibilities is discouraging, and on the other hand those additional terms have not as yet allowed themselves to be framed in such a simple form that the solution could be satisfactory [47] .
In the same paper, Einstein proposed gravity as a possible binding force for the electron by modifying his field equations; this admitted stable solutions, but could not explain charge quantization, causing him to abandon that line of thought [47] .
None of these studies came to result in any suitable theory, and eventually support for this direction waned. To quote Weyl from the early 1920s, Meanwhile I have quite abandoned these hopes, raised by Mie's theory; I do not believe that the problem of matter is to be solved by a mere field theory [46] .
D. Point Charges and Quantum Mechanics
As described in the last section, without a locally defined binding force, to produce solvable equations for extended charged objects, one must constrain the geometry of the charge before solving for its dynamics, violating causality (the binding force must react instantaneously across the object to satisfy your constraint). The only way to produce causally correct equations of motion, with such a constraint, is to take the limit of infinitesimal size (the point charge limit). Then no time is required for signals to cross the object 4 . Also, this removes all internal degrees of freedom, so conservation of total momentum determines the motion completely.
Theoretically, this causes the electromagnetic energy of the charge, and hence its mass, to diverge [22] . But the mass of the electron is a measurable quantity; rather than calculate it, one may simply use its measured value. This process of replacing an infinite calculated value with a measured value is often called "renormalization". In the context of classical dynamics of an electron, Dirac is credited with writing down the "renormalized" classical equations of motion of a charge in 1938 [48] , where he developed these equations in a manifestly covariant method 5 . These renormalized equations of motion are often called the Lorentz-Abraham-Dirac equations of motion.
In any case, in the early 1900s, atomic structure was forcing physicists to rethink their perception of reality. With the discovery of the atomic nucleus around 1910, the idea that electrons orbit the nucleus in the same way as planets orbit the sun took root. However, any simple classical model of the electron (such as Lorentz's sphere of charge) could not produce stable orbits around an atomic nucleus, precisely due to the damping effect of the radiation reaction: an electron in orbital motion will radiate energy away and its orbit will decay. If one ignores the radiation reaction, then classically one finds a continuum of possible orbits, which is also not what is measured: discrete, stable energy levels are observed in atomic orbits.
Due to these difficulties, in the 1910s and 1920s, new ways of thinking about these physical systems emerged, which were more successful at describing atomic phenomena: Quantum Mechanics. In the "Old Quantum Mechanics" (sometimes called the Bohr model, or BohrSommerfeld model), there was not much departure from classical thought. The electron was assumed to exist as a point (or at least very small) charge; classical orbits were then solved for the electron, and integrals of generalized momenta along the orbits were required to be integer multiples of the Planck constant, which yielded the correct energy levels (see Sommerfeld's 1921 book on the subject [50] ). Note however, the classical equations of motion, which were used, explicitly ignored radiation reaction, and the topic of the stability or self-interaction of particles was avoided altogether. In any case, this was very successful at predicting energy levels for simple systems, such as Hydrogen.
In the last half of the 1920s, the more modern Quantum Mechanics took shape. A new "wave mechanics" approach was developed where classical equations of motion, such as the classical Hamiltonian (again without any self-interaction/radiation reaction), are taken, and "quantized" (dynamic variables become operators operating on a wave function, which describes the state of the system) to develop equations such as the Schrodinger equation, which was published in 1926 [51] . At the same time, a different formulation, "matrix mechanics" was developed by Heisenberg, Born, and Jordan [52] , which was shown to be equivalent to the wave mechanics approach.
Initially, all of this was done for low, non-relativistic velocities. However, in 1930, Dirac developed the relativistic generalization of Schrodinger's equation [53] . With the success of the Dirac equation in predicting energy levels in simple atoms (including the interaction with the electron spin), attention turned to describing selfinteraction/radiative corrections in the framework of Quantum Mechanics. This was done by starting with the non-interacting solution, and "perturbing" it by adding in successive interaction terms (these days, "Feynman diagrams" are used to do bookkeeping on what terms are needed) [54] . However, any attempt to add in certain self-interaction terms resulted in infinity (similar to the classical case). To illustrate some of the frustration of the time, in 1945, Feynman and Wheeler published "Interaction with the absorber as the mechanism of radiation", where they proposed that electrons do not interact with themselves at all [55] (see [1] Vol. 2, Ch. 28 for more discussion and other examples of efforts to remove this infinity). But by 1949, Schwinger, Tomonaga and Feynman developed methods, which circumvent the issue of infinite self-interaction, while still accurately predicting many experiments. Infinite self-interaction terms are absorbed into quantities, such as mass and charge, and the experimentally measured values are used in place of the infinite calculated ones [54, 56] . As mentioned above, this process of dealing with infinite calculated values is called "renormalization" 6 . The perturbative process of adding in appropriate interaction terms, in conjunction with renormalization is what we now call Quantum Electrodynamics.
The "standard model", built on these principles, is extremely successful at predicting quantities outside of those which require renormalization. While the renormalization program allows physicists to do useful calculations, the lack of ability to calculate the masses of particles is less than ideal. In 1979, Dirac, speaking of renormalization, said It's just a stop-gap procedure. There must be some fundamental change in our ideas, probably a change just as fundamental as the passage from Bohr's orbit theory to quantum mechanics. When you get a number turning out to be infinite which ought to be finite, you should admit that there is something wrong with your equations, and not hope that you can get a good theory just by doctoring up that number. [57] Feynman, who shared a Nobel prize for developing the renormalization program, also was skeptical in his later years. In his 1986 book, he wrote
The shell game that we play to find n [bare mass] and j [bare charge] is technically called "renormalization." But no matter how clever the word, it is what I would call a dippy process! Having to resort to such hocuspocus has prevented us from proving that the theory of quantum electrodynamics is mathematically self-consistent. It's surprising that the theory still hasn't been proved self-consistent one way or the other by now; I suspect that renormalization is not mathematically legitimate. [58] It is interesting that those who developed Quantum Electrodynamics into its current state had such opinions; it may be the only time someone has described their Nobel Prize winning topic as "dippy".
In addition to failing to predict quantities such as mass and charge of particles, renormalization is somewhat at odds with General Relativity: General Relativity is nonrenormalizable (one cannot play the same game and get any useful predictions from calculations). This somewhat troubling fact is a motivator in the study of String Theory. In String Theory, particles are stretched into strings, which in principle could explain the existence of the particles of nature (as different excitations of the strings) with finite self-energies, while at the same time immediately integrating Quantum Mechanics with General Relativity. Unfortunately, to this date, String Theory has yet to demonstrate itself as a suitable theory, which can predict experimental results.
E. Gravity and Electromagnetism
Speaking of General Relativity, we skipped over some details on historical attempts to integrate the theory of gravitation with Electromagnetism. Einstein introduced his theory of General Relativity in 1915 [59] . However, since General Relativity is most important at astronomical scales, for structures such as black holes and neutron stars, which are not likely to carry much excess charge, most theoretical and computational studies in General Relativity consider uncharged situations [60] .
There have been various efforts throughout the 20 th century to "unify" gravity and Electromagnetism, where researchers have attempted to describe Electromagnetism in the context of a generalized theory of the geometry of space-time (see [61] for a review). However, more discussion of this type of unification of gravity with Electromagnetism does not contribute to our purpose here: for the entirety of this paper we take a conventional "dualistic view", where matter is treated separate from geometry, but is the source of geometry's curvature. In conventional General Relativity, the presence of electromagnetic charge and current has been studied somewhat. The metric for the space outside of a charged spherical object was published in 1916 and 1918 by Reissner [62] and Nordstrom [63] . Study of the interior of charged objects was not attempted until more recently than other history outlined here, starting mainly in the latter half of the 20 th century. For example, charged polytropic stars have been studied [64] , as well as charged situations with various other equations of state and space-times [65] [66] [67] . For a fairly comprehensive discussion and characterization scheme of spherically charged solutions in General Relativity, see Ref. [60] .
Because the electromagnetic stress-energy tensor has a non-zero divergence in the presence of charge, one cannot use it as the sole source in Einstein's field equations: Einstein's tensor has a zero divergence due to the Bianchi identity, and cannot be equated to a tensor with non-zero divergence. Therefore, treating situations with electromagnetic charge in General Relativity is even more difficult than in special relativity: without some addition to the electromagnetic stress-energy tensor, one cannot solve the simplest problem.
Also, one cannot introduce point particles to supplement the stress-energy tensor: their infinite energy density creates singularities in space-time. Therefore, in the literature where electric charge is studied in General Relativity, the electromagnetic stress-energy tensor is augmented typically using a fluid (where the particles making up, for instance, a charged neutron star, are considered as being averaged over their containing volume). The addition of the fluid results in 6 dynamic degrees of freedom at each point in space-time (3 in the fluid and 3 in the electromagnetic current). This makes the field equations underdetermined (there are only 3 dynamical equations of motion at each point in space-time), and the charge distribution must be set as a model parameter, rather than solved for by the dynamics [60] . Interestingly, this makes finding many solutions easier, since one has free parameters to tune 7 [60] .
Recently, some attempts at modeling a "charged fluid" appear in the literature, where the electromagnetic charge is stuck on the fluid: the energy density of the fluid is tied in an ad-hoc way to the density of the charge. For instance, this has been done (in a spherically static case) by adding a perfect fluid stress-energy tensor to the electromagnetic stress-energy tensor and setting the energy density of the fluid to be proportional to the charge density squared [68] . To obtain stable solutions, negative pressure is required (since the charge self-repels), and the equation of state (the relationship between the energy density, ǫ, and pressure, P , of the fluid) is set to P = −ǫ [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] . This equation of state has been called the "false vacuum," "degenerate vacuum" and "vacuum fluid" among other names. All of these attempts center around special cases (e.g. static situations with spherical symmetry), rather than treating the general problem.
III. MATHEMATICAL REVIEW OF CLASSICAL ELECTRODYNAMICS
Having reviewed some of the history of the development Electrodynamics, let us now review the current state of the mathematics of classical dynamics of charged bodies. Just as in the history, we will focus on the problem of self-interaction.
A. Notation
For the remainder of the paper, the following notation will be used (unless otherwise noted). Capital italicized variables with Greek superscripts or subscripts are tensors defined in 4-space; Greek indices vary from 0 to 3, with the 0 th element being the time component, and 1-3 being space components. Lowercase italicized variables with Greek indices are tensor densities. Bold italic variables are differential forms (totally antisymmetric covariant tensors). Bold non-italic variables are spatial vectors, and italicized variables with Latin indices are spatial vectors, with indices varying from 1 to 3.
We assume a space-time characterized by coordinates x µ = (t, x i ), with a metric, g µν with signature (-+++). The determinant of the metric is written as g (with no indices). The totally antisymmetric (Levi-Civita) tensor is written as η αβγδ = |g|ǫ αβγδ , where ǫ αβγδ has components ±1, 0. We may also write
where ǫ αβγδ = −ǫ αβγδ (more generally, the minus sign is only present if the number of negative eigenvalues of g µν is odd). ∇ is the spatial gradient operator (operating on spatial vectors), ∇ µ is the covariant derivative (operating on tensors), d is the exterior derivative (operating on differential forms), and ∂ µ or ∂ i is the partial derivative with respect to the coordinate of the subscript. Relativistic (geometrized) units are used throughout.
The covariant representations of kinematic variables are:
where r = r i is the position of an object at time t, both with units of length; v = v i is the unitless fraction of the velocity to the speed of light, c (or equivalently, c = 1); γ is the Lorentz factor,
The antisymmetric part of a tensor may be written using brackets in the indices as
Brackets around two operators signifies the commutator,
Brackets elsewhere have no special meaning.
The covariant representations of the electromagnetic variables are:
where A µ is the electromagnetic potential (with the scalar and vector potentials, φ and A = A i ), which are unitless; F µν is the electromagnetic field tensor (made up of the electromagnetic fields, E = E i and B = B i ), with units of 1/distance; J µ is the electromagnetic current (made up of charge and current, ρ and J = J i ), with units of 1/distance 2 .
B. Dynamics of a Charged Object
How a charge distribution generates an electromagnetic field via Maxwell's equations is well understood, and without pathology. We refer the reader to [2] for a review. However, how the field accelerates charged bodies is more difficult due to the pathology of self-interaction. In this section, we will develop the dynamics of a discrete charged object in an electromagnetic field, to demonstrate the mathematical source of this pathology. First, we will write down local momentum conservation in a general form, and integrate it to arrive at the center-ofmass equations of motion for the object. For simplicity, in this section flat space-time will be assumed.
Consider a compact distribution of charge (a surface can be drawn around the distribution, which completely contains the charge), which is assumed stable. Internally, the distribution has local charge density ρ and current density J (which can vary with time and position within the object; we make no constraints on those at present). Stability requires some non-electromagnetic binding force density, as noted by Poincaré [30] (which, if you leave out, leads to the various contradictions described in the literature), which we will call f b . From Maxwell's equations, the electromagnetic field loses momentum density at a rate given by the negative of the Lorentz force density,
8 . Now, consider the charge density contained in a small volume dV . It could inherently carry some momentum density in its own right: call this dp charge . Note this is not related to the momentum in the electromagnetic field; this would be the momentum related to the mass of the charge density if there were no electromagnetic field (in the literature this is often called the "bare" mass [24] ).
For completeness, allow for some other nonelectromagnetic, external force density f ext , which acts directly on the charge in some way. Then, in order to conserve momentum, the momentum leaving the electromagnetic field plus the momentum supplied by the binding and external force must completely be absorbed by the momentum of the charge in dV :
Integrating over the extent of the charge gives
where p charge = dp charge is the integrated (total) momentum of the charge (again, not including the contribution from its field). The binding force is the non-electromagnetic self-force from one portion of the object on another, which creates stability. While we don't know what it is, we may say something about its integral without any knowledge of its local form. If it is not associated with any (nonelectromagnetic) radiation, then the integral of the binding self-force should be zero by Newton's third law (since no momentum is carried away by it). However, if there is other mass (which is not associated locally to the charge), which is bound to the charge by f b , then as the charge is accelerated, this other mass, must be dragged along with the charge. Therefore, we can write the integral of the binding force as [31] :
where p other is the momentum due to the other mass; note this other mass is in no way associated with the "bare" mass inherently owned by the charge, or the energy contained in the electromagnetic fields. Now separate the electromagnetic field into a self-field (E self and B self ) due to the distribution, and an external field (E ext and B ext ) due to other charges elsewhere. Assuming the distribution is sufficiently small compared to the variation of the external electromagnetic field, we can immediately integrate terms with the external field and momentum conservation becomes:
where q = ρdV and v = 1 q JdV ; if the charge is sufficiently stable (i.e. rigid), then v represents the centerof-mass motion of our compact object. F ext = f ext dV is simply the integral of the non-electromagnetic external force. The integral of the self-field over the distribution results in the "field reaction", i.e. the rate of change of the momentum of the self-electromagnetic field due to the distribution's motion [24] . The field reaction will have a term, which looks like − d dt (γm field v), where m field represents the contribution of the field-energy to the mass of the object [24] ; because it is related to an integral of the self-fields over all space, this is inversely proportional to the size of the object (this is easy to show, for example, in spherical symmetry) [2, 24, 78] .
There is also the "radiation reaction", which is the remainder of the integral of the self fields after taking out the inertial contribution 9 [24, [79] [80] [81] . With the assumption that the integrated momenta are proportional to γv (an assumption of sufficient rigidity), we may also now define masses for the different momenta as p charge = γm charge v and p other = γm other v 10 . Replacing the momenta, extracting the contribution to the inertial mass from the self-field integrals, and rearranging Eq. 6, we obtain
where m = m charge + m field + m other is the total inertial mass (what one would measure as the inertial mass in the laboratory); The radiation reaction,
is what is left from ρE self + J × B self dV after removing the portion which contributes to the inertial mass of the object (note that the radiation reaction stays finite as the size of the charge approaches zero; Eq. 8 effectively is performing renormalization). Eq. 7 is the equations of motion for the center-of-mass dynamics of a sufficiently stable charge.
While radiation reaction is the integral of the self-force (minus the inertial term), it is also equivalent to the rate at which momentum is carried away by radiation (the radiative part of the self-field) as the charge accelerates. As the radiation carries momentum away as it exits the object, this causes the charge to recoil (hence the name "radiation reaction").
Eq. 7 is the force law found in text books for a charged particle, or in papers discussing radiation reaction. We tried to keep this as general as possible: we didn't assume much about the structure of the charge, only that it is small compared to variations of the external field and stable enough that v is well-defined and the different momenta can be related to it. If one ignores the radiation reaction, these equations of motion are readily solvable, and effectively describe many experiments 11 . However, including the radiation reaction is much more difficult. The radiation reaction term is an integral over the volume of the charge, and it depends heavily on the charge distribution. Therefore, in order to solve dynamical problems for the center-of-mass motion of a discrete charged body including the radiation reaction, one must use a process summarized as follows (this is the process used in all examples in the literature of which the author is aware):
1. Assume an internal distribution of charge for all involved charged bodies (such as rigid spheres, or point charges). This enables solving for the radiation reaction as a function of v and its time derivatives. It also implicitly sets the binding force everywhere in the bodies.
2. Assume (or measure) the mass of each charged body, m; this is necessary because of the lack of knowledge of how to calculate m charge and m other .
3. With the radiation reaction known as a function of v and its derivatives, Eq. 7 provides a welldetermined system of equations for the center-ofmass dynamics of each body: given initial conditions, Eq. 7 may be solved.
As stated before, this process necessarily violates causality on the time scale of light crossing the object. Also, if individual bodies are too close to each other, our assumption that one can immediately integrate the external field fails, and you will not be able to effectively solve for the radiation reaction before solving the dynamics. This is because if the radiation fields significantly overlap, the associated radiated momentum/power does not obey superposition (the fields add, but the momentum/power do not). Therefore, this methodology is only effective for bodies that do not interact too closely.
Also, while this process may be used to solve for the center-of-mass dynamics of charged bodies under certain circumstances (while unfortunately violating causality on short time scales), solving for the internal dynamics of a charge distribution (which is equivalent to solving systems where charged objects interact closely) is completely intractable without some knowledge about the binding force 12 .
11 The radiation reaction is negligible for many situations and may be ignored without too much effect. See [2] , Ch. 16 for a discussion of when radiation reaction becomes important for various experiments. 12 It is possible to solve for limited internal dynamics in some cases; for instance, one may develop equations of motion by assuming a spherical charge is comprised of spherical shells, which are tied together by some linear restoring force. This gives enough information about the internal binding force, that with some other
Mathematically, the only way to produce well-posed equations of motion, which do not manifestly violate causality, is to take the point charge limit (which also results in no internal degrees of freedom). Then, for particles, which do not interact too closely, Eq. 7 becomes the Lorentz-Abraham-Dirac equations of motion. Even in the case of closely interacting particles, in principle, if one is careful enough, one could track all the electromagnetic momentum/power emitted or absorbed through a small surface surrounding each interacting particle, and use that to calculate the change in momentum of each particle from one time to a slightly later time. Therefore, in the point charge limit, one can create a well-posed, causally correct problem, which can be solved.
Without locally knowing f b and dp charge , taking the point charge limit appears to be the only way of doing this in a self-consistent way. The cost, mathematically, of taking the point charge limit, is that m field is infinite, creating the need for renormalization (essentially, one sets m charge = −∞). If one wants to develop equations of motion for extended objects, one requires the local force law of Eq. 3, along with a priori knowledge of the local form of both f b and dp charge .
All of these difficulties with developing equations of motion for charged objects may be summarized quite concisely in a covariant manner as follows. Conservation of momentum (and energy) is written by setting the divergence of the total stress-energy tensor (call it T µν ) to zero:
The electromagnetic stress-energy tensor, T µν EM (the contribution to the stress-energy tensor from the electromagnetic field) has the divergence
which is manifestly non-zero in the presence of electromagnetic charge. In covariant terminology, the source of all the problems/paradoxes associated with developing classical dynamics of charged bodies comes down to this fact: in the presence of charge, the divergence of the electromagnetic stress-energy tensor is necessarily non-zero. Hence, some other contribution to the total stress-energy tensor is necessary to allow the total divergence to be zero. If such an addition is included, all of the paradoxes and problems with Electromagnetism disappear [2, 24, 44, 82] . In the language of this section, the divergence of an appropriate addition to the stressenergy tensor would supply a priori expressions for f b , f ext , and dp charge , which would allow one to solve the local equations of motion Eq. 3. In Sec. IV A, we will assumptions on the motion, one can solve for the induced dipole moment of such a structure; this has been done in [31] . However, this still violates causality due to requiring that the spherical shell components remain spherical.
discuss necessary constraints on any such addition to the stress-energy tensor.
C. Least Action Principle and Electromagnetism
To use the principle of Least Action to develop a field theory, one defines an action integral (in curved spacetime) in terms of a Lagrangian density, L, as
and requires variations of this action to be zero against arbitrary variations of the different "fields" 13 , which exist on the manifold:
where the i th field, field i , could be the electromagnetic potential, or positions of particles moving about the manifold, etc. (here i is summed over fields, not dimensions)
In the literature, the portion of the Lagrangian density, which contains terms related to the electromagnetic field, is (in our units, using the sign convention of Jackson)[2]
Variation of the action with respect to A µ is then performed to yield the inhomogeneous portion of Maxwell's equations (the homogeneous Maxwell's equations are identities due to the definition of F µν ). However, there is some nuance associated with this, which has to do with how electromagnetic current is fundamentally defined. In the construction of microscopic Electromagnetism, J µ is defined as being comprised of a system of point charges as [83] 
where q i , r i , and v i are the charge, position, and velocity of the i th charge (here i is summed over discrete charges, not dimensions), and δ is the Dirac delta function.
Although sometimes not explicitly stated, this "particle hypothesis" is assumed almost ubiquitously in the literature. When taking the variation of the Lagrangian, J µ is then assumed to be independent of the vector potential A µ (see for instance [2] Eq. 12.88):
13 The variations of the fields are constrained to be zero on the bounds of integration.
Using Eq. 14 as the definition of J µ , this is perfectly reasonable, and variation with respect to A α does indeed produce the inhomogeneous part of Maxwell's equations (∇ ν F µν = J µ ). Including a kinematic term for each point charge, and varying with respect to the position of each charge produces the correct equations of motion, but without the radiation reaction (if one can call that correct).
It isn't too surprising that the radiation reaction is left out. It is well known that in order for the principle of Least Action to be employed in its pure form, the system must be conservative. In 1900, when Joseph Larmor used the principle of Least Action to obtain both Maxwell's equations and the Lorentz force [84] , at the beginning of his treatment, he states If the individual molecules are to be permanent, the system...must be conservative; so that the Principle of Least Action supplies a foundation certainly wide enough...
With the understanding that charged particles inherently lose energy due to radiation, it is difficult to argue that using a Least Action principle should produce a fundamental theory of the dynamics of electromagnetic particles.
This lack of self-interaction/radiation in particle theories developed using the principle of Least Action is apparent in both Classical and Quantum Mechanics. In Quantum Electrodynamics (which is developed from a Lagrangian), radiative/self-interaction effects are absent until they are added in (after the fact) via perturbation theory, using the construct of virtual particles and virtual photons 14 . There have been efforts to contrive a Lagrangian for point charges, which directly includes radiation reaction. For instance, researchers have developed Lagrangians for such dissipative systems by combining the dissipative system with a time-reversed copy, doubling the phase space, but producing something where energy is conserved [85] ; in any case, one does not obtain anything like the Lagrangians used in the standard model, and such Lagrangians are dependent on the geometry of the charge, so one would have to recontrive different Lagrangians for differently shaped charges.
But all hope is not lost. For distributions where the charge density is bounded, a fully coupled Lagrangian treatment (which includes self-interaction/radiation) could be valid. The interaction between a source charge (which generates the field), and a target charge (which feels the effect of the field) is proportional to a double integral over both the source and target charge. For a point charge, the double integral representing selfinteraction is infinite, but the infinite portion can be rolled into the inertial mass of the particle, allowing for renormalization. After renormalization, the remaining self-interaction (representing radiation/loss) is finite, even as the integrated volume around the point charge approaches zero, so at each point in space with a point charge, one must directly account for the radiation loss; it is on the same order as the force from the external field (which is also finite).
In contrast, if the current density, J µ , is bounded, then in a small volume dV , the self-interaction double integral is proportional to dV 2 , whereas the force from a finite external field (the field generated by charge/current outside of dV ) is proportional to dV . Therefore, for finite J µ , in the limit of dV → 0, the self-interaction is negligible compared to the interaction with the external field: radiative/self-interaction effects locally are negligible. That is why with bounded J µ , conservation of energy locally is given by Eq. 3, without any explicit representation of the self-interaction. The local equations of motion look conservative; it is not until an integral is performed over a finite volume that the radiation reaction appears, as in Eq. 7.
Due to these difficulties, imposing the particle hypothesis of Eq. 14 seems to preclude a non-perturbative Lagrangian approach to self-interaction. However, there is another (very simple) alternative to the particle hypothesis: without making any assumptions on the current, take it to be defined as
Using this definition rather than Eq. 14, J µ is manifestly dependent on A µ , and Eq. 15 is no longer true; hence, the conventional derivation of Maxwell's equations from the conventional Lagrangian is no longer valid. However, using Eq. 16, we can still calculate the variation of L int due to variations in A µ . Using the product rule,
The first term is a total derivative and can be ignored, since it can be converted to a surface term in the action integral (where the variation is assumed to be zero). Expanding the covariant derivative, the second term can be written as
The second term in Eq. 18 is zero since Γ κ βα is symmetric in α, β (in the absence of torsion) and F αβ is antisymmetric. The variation of L int due to variations in A ν is given by:
There is no longer any direct dependence on A ν , and the partial derivative with respect to ∂ µ A ν yields
where the factor of 2 comes from the presence of ∂ µ A ν in F µν . The variation of the interaction action is then
Interestingly, this is just twice what one obtains by assuming J µ is independent of A µ . Therefore, if one wanted to use Eq. 16 as the definition of J µ , we could reproduce Maxwell's equations using the corrected Lagrangian density
Of course, this is arbitrary to a constant (one would scale it appropriately to match to other terms in the Lagrangian). However, by taking Eq. 16 as the definition of J µ , our choice of a Lagrangian has no effect on Maxwell's equations whatsoever: Eq. 16 already is the inhomogeneous portion of Maxwell's equations! And as stated before, the homogeneous portion is an identity.
For the remainder of this paper, we will take Eq. 16 as the definition of J µ , and anywhere J µ appears later in this paper, it may be considered shorthand for ∇ ν F µν (without making any assumption on the structure of the charge, its relation to other matter, etc). In this way, Maxwell's equations, including charge conservation, Poynting's theorem, and the conservation law for electromagnetic momentum are all identities resulting from the definitions F µν ≡ 2∇ [µ A ν] and J µ ≡ ∇ ν F µν . Using these definitions, in whatever way one forms the Lagrangian or the stress-energy tensor, Maxwell's equations will be unaffected. Although somewhat subtle, this different point of view constitutes a significant departure from most of the literature, which assumes the particle hypothesis of Eq. 14, and then requires the Lagrangian of Eq. 13 as necessary to produce Maxwell's equations.
IV. COMPLETING THE STRESS-ENERGY TENSOR A. Constraints on Additions
Other than point out some subtleties, at this point, we have only surveyed the history and the current state of [86] .
the mathematics of classical electrodynamic theory. Now we turn to studying ways of possibly resolving some of the problems, which we have discussed in the previous sections.
To summarize the source of the problems, electrodynamic theory suffers from the fact that the electromagnetic stress-energy tensor in the presence of electric charge has a non-zero divergence: from a purely mathematical perspective, one obtains unsolvable problems, where the only remedy is to take the point charge limit. This point charge limit produces solvable equations, but at a cost of infinite self-energies (which fortunately can be ignored via renormalization), and requires perturbative methods to include self-interaction.
An obvious solution is to find a suitable addition to the electromagnetic stress-energy tensor, which would produce well-posed local equations of motion. We now turn our attention to investigating what properties such an addition must have. In order to provide a clear working framework, we make the following assumptions:
1. The electromagnetic field is defined in the typical way:
16 . Without making any assumption on the relationship of J µ with other matter, we invoke as the definition of the electromagnetic 4-current, J µ ≡ ∇ ν F µν . To preserve gaugeinvariance, assume the electromagnetic potentials do not enter directly into any field equations.
The contribution from the electromagnetic field to the stress-energy tensor takes the usual form
All of these statements can be stated succinctly as "We assume conventional electromagnetism" (excluding the particle hypothesis).
2. Assume the total stress-energy tensor is quadratic in fields and currents.
3. The evolution of space-time is described by General Relativity.
4. The theory is local: only local behavior of the matter and fields affects the dynamics of a point in space-time.
5. We require that the equations of motion produce a well-posed initial value problem if the fields and currents are set on a space-like hypersurface as initial conditions (for instance over all space at a given time).
Given these fairly broad assumptions, one might expect a large number of ways to "complete" the electromagnetic stress-energy tensor, but as we will see, there is an extremely limiting constraint.
As mentioned before, T µν EM has a non-zero divergence in the presence of charge or current:
While this divergence is non-zero, it has the property that it is everywhere orthogonal to J ν :
since J ν J µ is symmetric and F µν is anti-symmetric. Now consider a complete stress-energy tensor T µν , comprised of T µν EM and some addition, T µν add :
Conservation of this complete stress-energy tensor,
represents conservation of momentum and energy. Multiplying the above equation by J ν , yields the following:
The first term is zero by Eq. 25, so we have the following constraint, which any addition must satisfy as an identity:
Whatever we choose for T µν add , its divergence must be orthogonal to J µ . If it isn't, then it cannot cancel appropriately with the electromagnetic portion of the stressenergy tensor. The author considers Eq. 29 an important result of this paper, which to his knowledge, does not appear in the literature: this constraint severely limits possible completions of the stress-energy tensor. Now consider what can contribute to our stress-energy tensor. General Relativity only allows 3 dynamical degrees of freedom per point in space-time, the evolution of these being set by ∇ µ T µν = 0 17 . If the theory is to be well-posed, then our theory must be completely defined by 3 dynamical degrees of freedom per space-time point.
But we already have 3 dynamical degrees of freedom, in J µ18 . If there is some other matter or field (or whatever), which interacts with the charge, in order to produce a theory that is well-posed, one must be able to produce an equation that relates that other "stuff" to the local electromagnetic current (or field or potential), since the electromagnetic 4-current has already used up any available dynamical degrees of freedom at that point in space-time.
Of course, if there is other stuff, which does not interact with the charge, i.e. the divergence of the stressenergy tensor of the other stuff is individually 0, then this is not a requirement. But such an addition to the stress-energy tensor has no hope of fixing the non-zero divergence problem of the electromagnetic stress-energy tensor, and so has no bearing on our discussion here.
Particles (point charges) circumvent this requirement as well: for point particles, the 3 dynamical degrees of freedom are used up in the position of the point charge at a given time. Then any property (electromagnetic charge, mass, hypercharge, etc.) associated with any field can be "painted" onto the point charge, without introducing new dynamical degrees of freedom. However, that just brings us back to the particle hypothesis, and its pathologies discussed above.
Therefore, we don't have the ability to add in more interacting degrees of freedom, which aren't directly related to the electromagnetic field/current, and locality requires that the dynamics only depend on the behavior of the fields/current at that point in space-time. If we maintain our requirement for gauge invariance, we cannot directly include A µ . If we maintain the requirement that the problem must be well-posed given the field and current as initial conditions, then the only available options are additions directly in terms of F µν or J µ . Thus, our problem can be restated as: we require a symmetric 2-tensor, which is quadratic in the electromagnetic field and the electromagnetic current, which satisfies Eq. 29 as an identity.
B. One Possible Addition to the Stress-Energy Tensor
At this point, our options are fairly limited. There are only two symmetric 2-tensors, which are quadratic in the current:
which suggests the following addition,
where a and b are constants. Taking the divergence of T µν add yields
and taking a = − 1 2 b, we have
which is perpendicular to J ν , and Eq. 33 satisfies our constraint, Eq. 29. Therefore, one possible addition to the electromagnetic stress-energy tensor is
where k e is a constant with units of distance squared. The form of T µν add is strikingly similar to T µν EM . Writing the components explicitly in flat space-time,
where g ij in flat space-time is the Kronecker delta function. Interestingly, the 00 component looks like what one might guess for the energy stored in a charge density (it has something that looks like a rest term, ρ 2 , and a kinetic term, J 2 ); the 0j components also look like what one might guess for the momentum carried by a current (if k e is positive, it travels with positive current and against negative current).
Taking the divergence of T µν yields the resulting equations of motion. Initially, let's explore them in flat spacetime, since it will reveal some interesting properties of our new stress-energy tensor. The divergence (taking into account charge conservation) is:
The time component (power equation) is redundant (multiply the power equation by ρ and take the inner product of the force equation with J; if those weren't equal, we would have the same unfortunate contradiction first noted by Lorentz/Abraham that occurs in situations with incomplete stress-energy tensors). Thus all the information contained in Eq. 36 may be written as
This is a well-defined, local force law on the current density. Covariantly (in flat space-time), it can be written as
Eq. 37 is reminiscent of the equations of motion of a fluid. Using the identity J × (∇ × J) = 1 2 ∇(J 2 ) − (J · ∇)J, and with some algebra, the force law becomes
This is a Navier-Stokes-like equation, where the left hand side represents the total change in momentum of the fluid. The right hand side has a pressure-like term, with pressure P = ke 2 (ρ 2 − J 2 ), and a body force from the electromagnetic field.
In terms of our general local conservation of momentum equation, Eq. 3, we can make the associations ∂ ∂t (dp charge ) =
Eq. 39 can be made to look exactly like the NavierStokes equation by making the replacement J = ρu (if ρ is non-zero, which is not necessarily required):
(41) This is now the Navier-Stokes equation with no viscosity for a fluid of mass density
, and a body force, ρ 2 (∇·u)u+ρE+J×B [87] . Note the "mass" conservation law for this fluid is slightly different than for a typical fluid. Using conservation of charge, one finds
∂t + 2ρ 2 ∇ · u + u · ∇(ρ 2 ) = 0; the factor of 2 on the second term is not found in the typical conservation of mass equation associated with the Navier-Stokes equation.
Covariantly, a perfect fluid has a stress-energy tensor given by
where ǫ is the energy density, P is the pressure, and u µ is the fluid 4-velocity, which satisfies u µ u µ = −1 [2, 88] . Writing the electromagnetic 4-current as 
Because T µν add results in equations of motion so similar to the Navier-Stokes equation, this may allow use of well established methods to solve the equations of motion (for instance, to search for stable solutions). The connection to a relativistic perfect fluid should also make available various existing methods for solving these equations in the context of General Relativity.
C. Superluminal (Space-Like) Currents
The perfect fluid of the previous section has some interesting properties. For most perfect fluids, the stressenergy tensor diverges as u µ approaches being lightlike [89] . This divergence prevents fluids' bulk velocity from achieving or exceeding the speed of light. For our fluid, however, the stress-energy tensor remains finite for all values of ρ and J; this may be seen by realizing ρ 2 − J 2 approaches zero as u µ diverges, such that their product remains finite.
This may also be deduced from the equations of motion, Eq. 39: consider a uniform electric field acting on a uniform ρ and J with zero B.
∂J ∂t is proportional to E, and J can change by an arbitrary amount, while ρ stays constant; this can change J µ from light-like to space-like (or vice versa) without any pathological behavior.
Although the current may be well behaved as its bulk velocity approaches c, one may ask whether the energy in its field diverges. Point charges (or any discrete body of charge), for instance, have a strict speed limit of the speed of light, because the electromagnetic field (and the energy and momentum of the field) diverges as the speed approaches c [2] .
However, this is not true for currents in general. There is nothing in the electromagnetic fields of a continuous current J µ preventing it from being space-like, or changing from time-like to light-like to space-like. This can easily be seen by taking the fields of an infinite wire with continuous charge density ρ, which is constant in time. Now say J increases linearly with time from 0. The electric and magnetic field simply change linearly in time, while at some point |J| equals ρ, and at later times is greater than ρ. For a real wire, the charge is not continuous, but made of electrons, which do obey the strict speed limit; but for a continuous charge density/current, there is no speed limit. Therefore, something such as a uniformly charged sphere, which is spinning, is not prohibited by any relativistic limit from apparently spinning faster than the speed of light (again, of course, if this is a sphere charged with electrons, the speed limit holds).
The fact that our added fluid also does not preclude currents changing from time-like to space-like is interesting, and useful if we would like to explore the behavior of a spinning charged object, which spins faster than the speed of light; especially because apparently, certain fundamental particles such as electrons have this property.
Note that this in no way violates causality. The equations are fully covariant. The speed at which perturbations in the fluid travel, the speed of sound in the fluid, is in fact the speed of light (v 2 s = dP/dǫ = 1; c = 1 in our units) [90] . As will be discussed later, if bound charge distributions exist, they will have the familiar center-ofmass equations of motion, Eq. 7, where the velocity of the resulting charged object is limited by the speed of light.
D. Principle of Least Action Revisited
Using the principle of Least Action, one should be able to generate a stress-energy tensor from a Lagrangian density by varying the metric: the resulting variation of the Lagrangian density is proportional to its associated stress-energy tensor [91] as
We now ask if varying some Lagrangian density with respect to the metric results in the T µν add of Eq. 34. The connection of our addition to a perfect fluid makes this possible, in the case of time-like currents. In [92] , the Lagrangian density is derived for a barotropic fluid (a fluid whose pressure/energy are only functions of the rest mass density). They show that given a conservation law (conservation of matter in [92] ) ∇ µ (ρ m u µ ) = 0, where u µ is the 4-velocity of the fluid, one can relate the variation of ρ m to the variation of the metric as [92, 93] 19
As in Sec. IV B, we cast the electromagnetic current as In [92] , they show that if the pressure can be written purely as a function of ρ m (and hence it is barotropic), the Lagrangian density that produces the perfect fluid stress-energy tensor is − |g|ǫ, and the energy density must obey
where C is an arbitrary integration constant. Clearly for us, P and ǫ are pure functions of ρ m , and if we set C = 0, our energy is indeed given by Eq. 46. Since we satisfy all the requirements of [92] , we can say that for time-like currents the Lagrangian density, which produces T µν add is
The derivation of [92] is only valid for time-like currents, but as we discussed in the previous section, there is no pathology separating time-like from space-like currents in Eq. 34, so there is no reason to suspect the variation would be any different for light-like or space-like currents.
However, since we have defined J µ as J µ ≡ ∇ ν F µν , there is a complication. In order to produce T µν EM , L EM is varied with respect to the metric holding A µ constant. This implies F µν ≡ 2∂ [µ A ν] is also constant under any variation of the metric. However, that is not what we have done in this section. By using the result of [92] , which constrains conservation of charge to be unaffected by the variation of the metric, we are requiring that
be unchanged by such variations. Varying g µν in Eq. 48 holding A µ (and F µν ) constant definitely does not preserve conservation of charge, which calls into question the compatibility of holding A µ constant and using conservation of charge as we did above to arrive at Eq. 47.
Fortunately, we will see shortly that one may still arrive at T µν EM from L EM using conservation of charge rather than holding A µ constant. But putting the issue of L EM on hold for now, let us see how A µ must vary as g µν is varied in order to guarantee conservation of charge. The easiest way to do this is to rather require that the current density, j µ ≡ |g|J µ , is unchanged by variations in g µν . If j µ is unchanged, then charge conservation, which takes the form ∂ µ j µ = 0 (even in curved space-time), is unchanged.
Taking the variation of the current density,
using the identity δg = −gg σρ δg σρ , and setting δj µ = 0, one obtains
This is four second order differential equations for the four components of δA µ , which given δg µν , can be solved. In fact, Eq. 50 looks exactly like the inhomogeneous Maxwell's equations, where the right hand side is the amount that the current is perturbed due to the variation of δg µν to keep j µ constant. If A µ is varied to satisfy Eq. 50, then j µ will be unchanged during the variation. Since we maintain F µν ≡ 2∂ [µ A ν] (even in curved space-time), the homogeneous portion of Maxwell's equations remain intact independent of the metric. With the constraint that the variations are zero at infinity (in space and time), the fact that the current density is unchanged implies the electromagnetic field tensor density, f µν ≡ |g|F µν , is also unchanged, since given boundary conditions, the inhomogeneous Maxwell's equations,
fully determine f µν , completely independent of the metric.
Therefore, using Eq. 50 as a constraint while varying δg µν , we can say that rather than holding A µ constant, we hold j µ and f µν constant. This now guarantees conservation of charge. Writing L add as
varying g µν holding j µ constant gives (using δ |g| = 1 2 |g|g µν δg µν , see [86] )
which is the correct relationship between a Lagrangian and a stress-energy tensor. Therefore, using charge conservation as an argument to hold j µ constant, we have generalized the time-like current result from [92] , to arbitrary electromagnetic currents: our Lagrangian density is given by Eq. 47 (or Eq. 52), which produces the correct stress-energy tensor. Now let us address the electromagnetic field Lagrangian. We already established that holding j µ constant (by varying A µ in conjunction with g µν ) holds f µν constant. Let us calculate the variation of L EM under these conditions. The field Lagrangian is:
Varying the metric holding f µν constant produces
which is the electromagnetic stress-energy tensor, but with the wrong sign. Therefore, if we hold the current density constant during variation, we must switch the sign of L EM to produce T µν EM , and the combined Lagrangian density, which produces the equations of motion, Eq. 36, is
Adding the Lagrangian density which leads to the Einstein tensor, we can write the total Lagrangian density of our system, including gravity:
where R is the scalar curvature. Using the principle of Least Action against arbitrary variations of the metric (holding j µ ≡ |g|J µ constant) gives 20 :
which are Einstein's field equations, with our now complete stress-energy tensor as its source. With the definitions F µν ≡ 2∂ [µ A ν] and J µ ≡ ∇ ν F µν , the Lagrangian of Eq. 57 represents the simplest possible, complete theory (one that produces well-posed equations of motion), which includes General Relativity and Electromagnetism.
In this theory, k e has the role of a fundamental physical constant, like the gravitational constant, G, or the speed of light, c. Given General Relativity and Electromagnetism, we could always reduce variables to some unit of distance (using appropriate factors of G and c), like in the geometric units we use in this paper. In Quantum Mechanics, you can do away with all units using (or equivalently the Planck length) to set a fundamental length scale. In the theory described by Eq. 57 (or equivalently Eq. 59), k e sets the length scale for any dynamical problem.
One could rewrite all the equations in completely dimensionless form by modifying the ∇ µ operator to be unitless using k e , and adding appropriate powers of k e to all variables to also make them unitless.
E. A Unique Theory
At this point, we may investigate how unique the theory of the previous section is. The limitation of the stressenergy tensor, or Lagrangian, being quadratic in F µν and/or J µ limits the number of possibilities. In terms of scalars, the exhaustive list is:
We've already used two of the three possibilities in the theory of Eq. 57. The only other option, which happens to be a pseudo(parity-violating)-scalar, can be used to form a Lagrangian density as
where as discussed in Sec. III A, the components of ǫ αβµν are ±1,0. Therefore, if we maintain charge conservation, holding f µν constant, Eq. 61 is manifestly independent of the metric, and cannot contribute to the stress-energy tensor or the equations of motion.
Since there are no other scalars quadratic in the field/current, the Lagrangian density of Eq. 57 appears to be the only possible Lagrangian density that can satisfy our initial requirements. In Sec. VI, we discuss possible ways of relaxing those requirements.
As an aside, one could derive the theory of the previous sections simply by realizing that, without taking the point charge limit, one must enforce conservation of charge during variations of the Lagrangian. To conserve charge, j µ must be held constant rather than A µ while varying the metric. If one includes all possible quadratic terms in the Lagrangian (Eq. 60), one immediately arrives at the theory of Eq. 57 and Eq. 59.
F. Dynamics Revisited: External and Internal Dynamics
To the author's knowledge, the theory represented by Eq. 57 is the first that provides a self-consistent local force law for electromagnetic charge (in flat space-time, Eq. 39). Now that we have such a local force law, which can conserve local momentum density without imposing the particle hypothesis, in principle one may attempt to find stable solutions. Particular solutions will be discussed later, but assuming that some stable solution exists (a stable charged object), we make some qualitative statements about its structure and its dynamics.
We will follow the treatment of Sec. III B, but now we have actual expressions for the local momentum of the charge, and something to insert for the binding force. For the discussion that follows, we'll consider the equations of motion in flat space-time, Eq. 39. Say you have a discrete, stable charge distribution; integrating the conservation of momentum equations over the extent of the distribution, one obtains
where again we've assumed the distribution is small enough that the external fields are constant over it. The left hand side is the same as in Eq. 6 (with F ext = 0), so the right hand side (by Newton's second law) is the rate of change of the momentum of the object, excluding the inertia in the electromagnetic field. Evaluating the integral of the self-fields results in the radiation reaction (which depends heavily on the structure of the object) and the field inertial term (from the non-radiating energy in the electromagnetic field). The result is equivalent to Eq. 7, where we find that the non-electromagnetic-field contribution to the momentum is
where we've set m other = 0. With Eq. 62 and Eq. 63, the center-of-mass dynamics may be solved in the same way as for point charges. However, this exercise of relegating ourselves to center-of-mass dynamics is no longer necessary. We can solve all of the dynamics (including internal motion) using Eq. 39, which yields a full causal solution to the dynamics at every point in space-time, without pre-assuming any structure of the charge. This will also result in the appropriate radiation reaction due to the aggregate motion of the object. For a compact object with enough symmetry, the last two terms in the integral of the right-hand-side of Eq. 63, will in large part integrate to zero. For instance, consider an axisymmetric distribution (centered at the origin), which also is symmetric about its equatorial plane (such as a spinning sphere). In that case, ρ(−r) = ρ(r) and J(−r) = −J(r), and both terms exactly integrate to zero. The remaining k e ρ ∂J ∂t dV relates how the integrated force on the object changes the electromagnetic current (and thus accelerating the object).
Although they may not contribute significantly to the integrated momentum, the last two terms of Eq. 63 can play a significant role in internal dynamics. Consider the pressure-like term,
Fairly generally, under this theory, any concentration of ρ will create a positive pressure, and will cause the charge to tend to explode (even with negative k e , k e ρ ∂J ∂t also changes sign, so the effective pressure remains positive).
However, regions where J 2 is larger than ρ 2 have the reverse effect and will behave like a low pressure region, causing charge to coalesce in those areas; this could be a possible mechanism for stability. Since the charged particles of nature appear to be spinning faster than c, such particles would require, on average, J 2 to be larger than ρ 2 . With k e > 0, we will see, interestingly just as in nature, that having J 2 > ρ 2 on average appears to be a requirement to have stable solutions (at least in flat space-time).
Another possible method for producing stability would be if k e < 0. If k e < 0, then the behavior of the charge is quite unexpected. Locally, positive charge density would accelerate opposite the direction of electric fields, rather than in the same direction (which is what is measured for electrons, protons, etc.). The self-electric field of a sphere of charge ρ would cause it to collapse, not explode. Of course at some point, the pressure gradient created by ρ 2 could compensate, producing stable solutions.
This counter-intuitive local behavior might seem impossible to reconcile with experiment: we know that positive charges accelerate in the direction of electric fields. A negative k e basically makes the mass contribution from the charge negative, which is why it accelerates in the wrong direction. But note as long as a discrete charge distribution satisfies |m field | > |m charge | (with m other = 0), discrete charges would still behave exactly as we find in experiment since the total inertial mass, m, is greater than zero: a discrete positive charge will accelerate along an electric field, and a negative charge will accelerate against it.
The fact that negative k e results in a negative mass contribution provides a possible mechanism for renormalization. The apparent size of the electron is smaller than the radius where its electromagnetic field mass would equal its measured mass [78] . Since the electromagnetic field mass is inversely proportional to the size of the charge, the electromagnetic field mass apparently is too large, and some negative mass would be necessary to compensate; a negative k e would provide exactly that.
G. Appearance of Short-Range Forces Between Particles
Assuming that stable solutions exist, if two compact charged objects collide or are bound closely, such that their charge distributions overlap, the pressure gradient and convective term of Eq. 62 can significantly contribute to the interaction between the objects.
If the charges were considered to be point charges, this charge-charge interaction would appear to be a new, non-electromagnetic, short-range force between the "par-ticles". From this point of view, the strong and weak interaction, rather than being an exchange of some field between particles, could be a contact interaction between extended charges. However, our theory does not manifestly violate parity, which seems to preclude it from being mistaken for the weak interaction; but the new short-range forces in Eq. 39 could have properties similar to those of the strong interaction.
If we consider a very high energy soup of stable charges under our theory, one could imagine the free fluid nature of the theory becoming manifest as the boundaries of the particles becomes blurred. Interestingly, the experimental behavior of high energy quark-gluon plasmas generated by colliding heavy nuclei [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] fits well to hydrodynamic simulations using a near perfect fluid [100] [101] [102] [103] [104] [105] .
H. Transformation Properties of Static Solutions in Flat Space-Time
One method to determine the possibility of stable objects is to investigate how the integrated momentum and energy transform from an object's rest frame (a frame where the integrated momentum is zero) to a different reference frame (where the object is moving): in nature, of course, the energy and momentum are required to transform as a 4-vector.
To demonstrate something that fails this requirement, first, consider a charged object, and treat T µν EM alone, assuming static fields in the rest-frame of the object. In the rest frame, call the electromagnetic field E and B. Now consider a boosted frame, which is moving in the x direction with speed v x relative to the restframe, where an observer in this frame measures fields, E ′ and B ′ . In the boosted frame, the fields are written in terms of the rest fields as 
′ , over all space in the boosted frame at an instant in boosted time yields the integrated momentum of the field in the boosted frame. The integrated momentum in the rest frame must be zero; imposing this constraint, the integrated momentum, p 
where m f is interpreted as the inertial mass due to the electromagnetic field.
In order to form a 4-vector with the momentum, U EM should obey U EM = γm f . However, in the boosted frame, the integrated energy is instead
In order for the energy and momentum to transform as a 4-vector when boosted in the x direction, T xx dV must be zero. If we boost in the y and z directions, it becomes clear the integral cannot be made zero for all boost directions (discussed more below). This shows any static electromagnetic field momentum-energy alone cannot transform as a 4-vector, and is evidence that no static object exists with its energy purely in the electromagnetic field (in flat space-time). Now add the contribution to the energy/momentum from our 4-current addition. The current transforms as J
x , in the boosted frame, again, transforms correctly,
The integrated energy in the primed frame due to the current is
If the total energy, U EM + U add , is to transform correctly, T EM,xx + T add,xx dV must be zero; boosting along all of the axes gives the following constraints
and adding all the Eqs. 68 yields
This is just a restatement of a well-known fact: in order for an object to be stable, T j i dV (the strains integrated over the object) must be zero in the rest frame [82] . If the off-diagonal components are non-zero, then p y and p z would be non-zero for an object moving in the x direction (you can easily verify this by calculating p y and p z using our example). As we've just seen, if the diagonal components are non-zero, the energy does not transform correctly.
From Eq. 69, in order for the integrals of Eq. 68 to be equal, one of two things must be true: either k e is less than zero, or on average, J 2 is significantly larger than 3ρ
2 .
Negative k e , as discussed in Sec. IV F, means the electromagnetic force would locally accelerate positive charge in the direction opposite of E and negative charge in the direction of E. This is, of course, the opposite of what occurs in nature. However, the only measurements we have are of particles (stable charged objects), where the force increases the total momentum of the object in the direction of the force. As long as the total momentum, including the field, is in the direction of v x , then all would appear as we measure in nature. Therefore, k e < 0 may be allowed as long as the momentum in the electromagnetic field of a stable moving object is larger than the momentum carried by the charge itself. In other words, as long as m = m f + m c > 0, the charge will accelerate in the experimentally observed direction no matter the sign of k e [24] . Using the fact that the mass must be the same for all boost directions,
and using the constraint of Eq. 69, we find
Therefore, for static solutions, we can say that for m to be positive, −k e ρ 2 − J 2 dV must be positive. If k e > 0, J 2 on average must be larger than ρ 2 as already shown; if k e < 0, J 2 on average must be smaller than ρ 2 . As mentioned above, while negative k e immediately gives a mechanism for "particle" creation, since the selffield of a charge will cause it to collapse, the other option of J 2 > ρ 2 on average is also interesting, since fundamental particles, such as electrons or quarks, appear to be spinning faster than the speed of light (J 2 > ρ 2 ). Let's take a brief aside to revisit the 4/3 problem, which is evident from this section. Say k e = 0, which is the pure electromagnetic case. The integrated energy in the field is
2 )dV , but from Eq. 70, the inertial mass-energy is 4/3 times that! 21 In order for the integrated energy and inertial mass-energy to be the same, T xx + T yy + T zz dV = (E 2 + B 2 )dV must be zero, which is of course, not possible (if there is any electromagnetic field at all). With our addition, it is possible to resolve this conflict, as long as T j i dV = 0. One may quickly check that the "energy mass" (
2 )dV ) and the "inertial mass", Eq. 70 or Eq. 71, are the same if Eq. 69 holds, resolving the 4/3 problem.
V. SOLUTIONS TO FIELD EQUATIONS
In this section, we turn our attention to actual solutions, in particular stable solutions. We restrict ourselves to simple situations, such as spherical symmetry, leaving more general calculations to future consideration.
A. Spherical Solutions in Flat Space-Time
Even in flat space-time, due to the non-linear nature of Eq. 39, finding analytic solutions is somewhat difficult.
(a) ω = 0: This requires the point charge to have the opposite charge as the charge enclosed in the rest of space, so q tot = 0. The point charge will have infinite energy both in the field and in the current, so this has infinite energy.
(b) ω = 0: Since this requires a point charge, whose charge oscillates in time, this violates charge conservation, and can't be considered a true solution.
2.
Oscillates as a function of r.
(a) ω = 0, k e < 0: There are two types of solutions, one which goes to ∞ at the origin, and one that stays finite.
i. Finite at origin: ρ = c1 r sin(|k h |r). The charge enclosed in a sphere of radius r oscillates around 0 but with amplitude increasing linearly with r; therefore, the field amplitude decreases like 1/r rather than 1/r 2 (while oscillating around 0). The energy enclosed stays bounded, but oscillates around zero as a function of r.
ii. Infinite at origin: ρ = c1 r cos(|k h |r). This is similar to the previous case, except the charge enclosed for r > 0 oscillates about a non-zero value q = 4π|k e |c 1 . However, a point charge is required for force balance of opposite value, so the total enclosed charge in a sphere of radius r still oscillates around zero as a function of r. The field energy of the point charge is +∞, but because k e < 0, the current energy is −∞, so the energy is indeterminate.
(b) ω = 0: We first split these solutions into two types, traveling wave, and standing wave:
i. Traveling wave: ρ = c1 r cos(|k h |r − ωt + δ). These solutions require an oscillating point charge at the origin for force balance, which violates charge conservation. ii. Standing wave: There are two types, one that diverges at the origin, and one that stays finite.
A. Finite at origin: ρ = c1 r sin(|k h |r) cos(ωt+ δ). No point charge is necessary for this structure, but due to the oscillating current, which decays slower than the charge, the integrated energy is infinite. B. Infinite at origin: ρ = c1 r cos(|k h |r) cos(ωt+δ). For force balance, this requires an oscillating point charge at the origin, which violates charge conservation.
Most of the solutions are invalid because they violate charge conservation (due to an oscillating point charge) or they have infinite energies. The exceptions are the cases in 2(a). Case 2(a)(ii) requires a point charge, but the energy has both positive and negative infinite contributions. Case 2(a)(i) is a valid solution in every way, but has poorly defined charge and energy: they oscillate about zero as a function of r. The observed charge and mass of such an object would most likely be zero.
Therefore, in flat space-time, excluding point charges, there is one spherical solution, with poorly defined charge and energy (most likely to be observed as 0 in both cases). These solutions only exist if k e < 0. In the case of k e > 0, no spherical solutions exist in flat space-time.
In the case of k e < 0, the fact that the only spherically symmetric solutions are charge-free is somewhat surprising, due to the inherent local self-attraction charges attain when k e < 0.
With k e > 0, the lack of solutions is not surprising at all, since there's really no mechanism to bind the charge near the origin in spherical symmetry. It is impossible for J 2 to be greater than ρ 2 near the origin, which is required to create a low pressure region.
B. Charge Quantization in Flat Space-Time
Based on the spherical analysis, it appears that solutions in flat space-time may be difficult to find, especially with k e > 0. Note that if reasonable solutions do exist in flat space-time, these solutions will not quantize charge. This can be shown by the following argument: say a certain charge distribution is stable and satisfies Eq. 39. Replacing ρ and J everywhere with αρ and αJ, where α is any real number (constant over space), changes the fields to be α times their original value as well. Therefore, αρ, αJ is also a solution to the equations of motion, as all terms are quadratic in the charge or its field. There is not enough nonlinearity in the equations to produce any kind of quantization of solutions.
C. Curved Space-Time and Charge Quantization
Since there is no obvious binding mechanism in the case of k e > 0 in flat space-time, it is interesting to see if gravity could serve to bind together charged objects. While this idea is not new, the fact that we have a self-consistent stress-energy tensor with only 3 degrees of freedom, allows us for the first time to truly ask the question appropriately. General Relativity is also very nonlinear [86] , so we might be able to find solutions, which do not admit a continuum of charges.
Due to the more complicated nature of our equations in curved space-time, we'll only treat the k e > 0, spherically symmetric, time-independent case, using coordinates, (t, r, θ, φ). In this case, J is zero. Also, near the center of any spherical charge distribution, the electric field limits to one power of r greater than the lowest power of r in ρ (see Gauss' law). Therefore, for a small enough distribution, the contribution to the stress-energy tensor from the electric field is negligible compared to the contribution from ρ: near the origin, for a spherically symmetric static charged object, we may make the approximation that ǫ = P = ke 2 ρ 2 . The Tolman V solution with n = 1 and R → ∞ [88] is the spherically symmetric solution for the case of ǫ = P ; the energy and pressure of that solution is
which makes the charge density
The metric for this distribution (again ignoring the electric field) is
where r 1 is an arbitrary constant. The charge density and energy near the origin are singular, but with a finite volume integral out to a finite r. However, the integrals of the energy and charge out to r = ∞ are not finite, and the metric never approaches an asymptotically flat form. This metric also cannot smoothly connect to an external metric (the Schwarzschild metric [106] ) since the pressure never reaches zero. If ignoring the electric field had produced an asymptotically flat solution, which was small enough that we could justify the insignificance of the electric field energy density in regions of strong curvature, our treatment above would have been sufficient. Since that was not the case, let us now treat the full spherically symmetric, static problem including the electric field. This makes an analytic solution difficult to obtain. However, the spherically symmetric Einstein's equations, using radial coordinates [88] , are easily numerically integrated to obtain a solution. Again, near the origin, the electric field is negligible, so we use the limiting case above as a boundary condition at the origin. The calculated electric field, charge density, and pressure are shown in Fig. 1(a) , and the time and radial component of the resulting metric are shown in Fig. 1(b) .
Since √ k e sets the length scale of the problem, all distances are in units of √ k e . The time component of the metric is arbitrary up to a multiplicative constant, which would be set by boundary conditions at r = ∞ (or in connecting to an external metric). The metric components diverge as r approaches about 1.364 √ k e . The scalar curvature (Ricci scalar) never approaches 0 before that point, so the coordinates are not asymptotically flat. One may attempt to connect the internal metric to an external metric at some r < 1.364 √ k e [88] ; in this case, matching to the Reissner-Nordstrom metric [62, 63] would be appropriate. However, ρ never approaches zero before the metric diverges, and any connection to 01 , dashed orange curve), and pressure (P = T 1 1 , dotted green curve) as a function of distance from the origin; (b) the time (−g00, solid blue curve) and radial (g11, dashed orange curve) metric components. The distance from the origin is measured in multiples of √ ke; the variables have been scaled such that all curves are independent of ke, and ρ and P are shown scaled to the value they would have with no electric field. g00 is arbitrary to a multiplicative constant, but all other curves do not depend on this constant. a free-space metric (where ρ is set to zero) would necessarily make the pressure discontinuous at the boundary, which violates conservation of the stress-energy tensor. Therefore, no spherically symmetric, static solution exists in General Relativity.
Due to the electric field, the pressure deviates from Eq. 79 and passes through zero at r = 1.273 √ k e . The deviation of √ 8πk e rρ and 16πr 2 P from 1 gives an idea of the length scales at which the electric field becomes important, and can no longer be neglected.
Although no spherically symmetric solutions exist, the behavior near the origin is worth noting. Static, spinning perfect fluid solutions (in General Relativity) have been found in situations of very high central energy density, where the pressure approaches proportionality to the energy density, and these solutions demonstrate this same behavior [107] . This singular behavior is quite interesting, because it removes one degree of freedom from the solution space.
Typically, when one solves for a spinning solution (such as a spinning neutron star), one makes some assumption of a rotation model, and then the solution requires two parameters to be set, the central energy density, and the central rotation frequency [108] [109] [110] . However, in the case of the pressure being proportional to the energy density, the central energy is required to limit to Eq. 79 for small r. One no longer has that degree of freedom to produce different solutions: there is only one.
This sounds very much like charge quantization. There could be various rotating solutions, but they should all limit to the same central energy density (or central charge), and in principle could lead to all solutions having the same charge.
VI. DISCUSSION
The Lagrangian of Eq. 57 is the simplest possible, self-consistent theory, which is compatible with General Relativity and includes Electromagnetism. It provides a stress-energy tensor that yields well-posed equations of motion given initial conditions of the electromagnetic current and field on some space-like hypersurface in space-time. To the author's knowledge, this is the first time a self-consistent electromagnetic theory has been presented in the literature, which does not require the point charge limit (and infinite self-energies). Also, this is the first time a well-posed general relativistic theory including electromagnetic charge has been presented in the literature.
The full theory, can be written concisely as
where R is the Ricci scalar, and with the understanding that the Lagrangian is extremized while varying the metric, holding j µ ≡ |g|J µ constant. Also, with k e > 0, static solutions in General Relativity appear to have one degree of freedom removed (the central charge density is required to approach a specific, singular value), so that setting the rotation model and angular momentum of a solution will fully specify the solution. This phenomena could be a possible path toward explaining charge quantization.
A. Possible Extensions of the Theory
One may ask what other possible additions exist for the Lagrangian (or stress-energy tensor). In particular, since the weak interaction violates parity maximally [111] , and our theory does not manifestly violate parity, some other addition seems to be necessary if this is to be more than a mathematical exercise. We've already used up all the possible scalars, which are quadratic in the electromagnetic field and electromagnetic current.
We could relax our requirement that the initial conditions be set only by the field and current. For instance, perhaps if we allow for other derivatives of F µν , so that a more general (non-conserved) current ∇ α F µν can be used as initial conditions, more scalars could be available. In fact, there are two other independent scalars, one of which violates parity, in terms of first derivatives of F µν :
The variations of these scalars with respect to the metric appear to be more complicated (and produce higher order derivatives of the fields in the stress-energy tensor), and are left for future study. Another option is that parity violation may be in the "background". It has been proposed that some parity (or time) symmetry violation could be caused in symmetric theories by frame dragging effects from the spin of heavy objects, such as the galaxy [112] . While such an effect is extremely weak, it is amplified in locations with large curvature or high energy density due to the non-linear nature of General Relativity. This can be seen from energy conservation in curved space [86] 
Near the center of particles, which could have energy densities approaching infinity as in Eq. 79, any portion of the metric which violates parity, will be combined in products with these near-infinite quantities, and may produce measurable effects (albeit still quite weak compared to the parity conserving electromagnetic and fluid forces). The fundamental theory remains parity conserving; only the metric due to outside objects breaks the parity symmetry.
Another possible way to introduce parity violating terms is to extend General Relativity to allow for torsion (an antisymmetric addition to the connection) [113] . Torsion has been linked with spin and angular momentum being carried by matter, and parity violating terms in the action have been proposed by various authors [114] [115] [116] [117] . While it's unclear how that can be performed within our framework of electromagnetic charge and fields being the only obvious matter to include, perhaps torsion combined with some intrinsic spin associated with the electromagnetic current could violate parity.
One could attempt to extend/modify Maxwell's equations, for instance by adding in magnetic current (a nonzero divergence of the electromagnetic field dual tensor). This will be the subject of a subsequent publication.
Finally, one could add in more degrees of freedom on the manifold, which do not interact with electric charge. This would mean a separate stress-energy tensor, which is independently conserved, but also contributing to the curvature of the space; such material would only interact gravitationally. If this stress-energy tensor had parity violating properties, then it could influence charge in a parity violating manner in regions of strong curvature (i.e. a short distance from the centers of very dense particles).
B. Quantization
Of course, in presenting our theory, it was natural (mathematically) to identify possible solutions with elementary particles, since for the first time, it is possible to consider stable, charged, fundamental objects. Some of the properties of expected solutions, especially the possibility of quantization of charge, are encouraging, but this must all be taken with a grain of salt. Based on current experimental data, a quantum theory, not a classical theory will be necessary. For example, if one compares this theory to the Standard Model, one will find it quite wanting in its current state in describing experimental data. However, the author would note that the Standard Model makes no attempt to describe the nature of fundamental particles, it assumes them; if a new fundamental particle were discovered, it would simply be added to the Standard Model. The theory described here, in principle, determines what fundamental particles exist (within the theory).
A more appropriate comparison would be between this theory and String Theory, which is also a non-particle theory. String Theory was motivated in part to resolve the same issues with particle theories that we have discussed here: infinite self-energies and incompatibility of the Standard Model with General Relativity. The "particle hypothesis" of the Standard Model is replaced with a "string hypothesis". A fairly simple Lagrangian is used to develop equations of motion for strings in space-time, but with no other fields directly in the Lagrangian (all of the field-bosons would themselves, along with fermions, be described by strings). This is all done classically; quantization of String Theory comes after this point.
In the theory presented here, no hypothesis is made on the geometry of fundamental "particles" (stable charged objects), but we include both General Relativity and Electromagnetism, and a natural, unique classical field theory is produced by necessity to make it self-consistent. All quantum theories are developed by starting with some classical equations, which are then quantized. It would be interesting to investigate if a self-consistent quantum theory can be produced using this classical theory as such a starting point.
